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24,446 
VELOCITY WELL LOGGING 

Gerald C. Summers, Dallas, Tex., assiguor, by mesne as 
signments, to Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc., New 
York, N. Y., a corporation of New York 

Original No. 2,704,364, dated March 15, 1955, Serial No. 
192,750, October 28, 1950. Application for reissue 
March 11, 1957, Serial No. 645,387 

12 Claims. (Cl. 181-.5) 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [1 appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. ' ' 

This invention relates to the measurement of the veloc 
ity of elastic impulses or waves through formations ad 
jacent a well bore. 

The studyof the formations through which bore holes 
extend includes the procurement of samples of material 
removed during drilling operations and the analysis there 
of plus the measurement of as many properties of the 
formations in situ as is possible in order accurately‘ to 
locate mineral bearing sections along the length of the 
bore hole. Logs of self-potential, electrical resistivity, 
and radio activity are commercially available and ex 
tensively used in the petroleum industry. 

I The present invention is directed to the study of the 
acoustic properties of earth formations. Of particular 
interest in the search for petroleum are the porosity, per 
meability, and ?uid content of subsurface formations. 
The acoustic properties are intimately associated with 
the foregoing characteristics of a given stratum and thus 
measurements that are related directly to and‘ controlled 
principally by acoustic properties of a formation con 
stitute invaluable information to geologists‘and geophys 
icists in their studies of subsurface lithology. ' 

Prior art systems have suggested the measurementof 
the velocity of acoustic impulses traveling through se 
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invention and for further objects and advantages there 
of, reference may now be had to the following descrip 
tion taken in conjunction with the accompanying draw 
ings in which: 

> Fig. l diagrammatically represents an acoustic well log 
ging system which embodies the present invention; 

Fig. 2 includes a plurality of graphs showing the varia 
tions in circuit parameters and voltages as a function of 
time following an initial or primary pulse; 

' Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the system for measur-v 
ing the interval between two pulses; _ 

Fig. 4 is a modi?cation of the system of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 5 is a further modi?cation of the invention; and 

~ Fig. 6 is a graph illustrating operation of the system of 
Fig. 5. 

Referring now to Fig.1, there is disclosed a well log 
ging system wherein a transmitter 10 and a receiver 11 
are positioned in a bore hole 12. The transmitter and 
receiver ordinarily are supported in a ?xed, spaced rela 
tion and are suspended in the bore hole by a cable 13 that 
extends to surface measuring and recording equipment. 
In the form illustrated, the cable 13 includes conductors 
14 and 15, and may, in addition, include a tension bear 
ing member (not shown). 
~ The transmitter 10 may include a relaxation oscillator 
in which a condenser 20 is charged from a source at the 

- surface, generically represented by the battery 21, through 
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lected or predetermined sections along the length of a 
bore hole. It is an object of the present invention to pro 
vide an improved system for measuring the time inter 
val for transit of an acoustic impulse between selected 
spaced points. 

It is a further object of the invention to produce 8 -volt- 4.‘ ‘ 
age that is controlled in magnitude by thelvelocity of an 
acoustic impulse through a selected section of forma 
tions adjacent a well bore. 

Another object of the invention is to provide an ac 
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curate measurement of the time interval between re- . -. 
peatedly occurring primary pulses and secondary pulses, 
one of which occurs in each interval between the pri~ 
mary pulses. 

In accordance with the present invention and in one 
form thereof there is provided a system for measuring the - 
interval between the generation of an elastic impulse at 
a transmitter positioned in a well bore and the genera 
tion of a voltage pulse at a receiver supported in prede 
terminad spaced relation from the transmitter upon ar 
rival at the receiver of the elastic impulse. A voltage that 
varies monotonically from a predetermined initial value 
following the generation of the elastic impulse is con 
nected in circuit with a capacitive element and‘la nor 
mally open switch. _Means interconnecting the receiver 
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a series resistor 22, conductor 14 and resistor 23. The 
oscillator circuit includes the primary winding of a trans 
former 24 connected in series with the condenser 20 
and the anode-cathode impedance of a gas ?lled, cold 
cathode tetrode 25. In operation, the condenser 20 dis 
charges periodically through the primary of the trans 
former 24 and through the tube 25 to produce a voltage 
pulse in the transformer 24, the pulse rate depending 
upon the time constants of circuits connected to the 
control and screen grids of tube 25 and to the condenser 
20. The secondary Winding of the transformer 24 is 
coupled by way of conductors 26 and 27 to a crystal 28. 
Variation in the voltage across the crystal 28 produces 
a change in physical dimensions thereof which imparts 
a sharp compressional pulse to the media adjacent there 
to. While the supporting structure for crystal 28 may 
take different forms, as are well known in the art,'the 
means illustrated in the application of Pat McDonald for 
Acoustic Well Logging System,‘ Serial Number 181,284, 
?led August 24, 1950, has been found to be. particularly 
advantageous. ‘ 

Upon receipt at the receiver 11 of the elastic impulse 
generated by the crystal 28, a voltage pulse is produced 
which is transmitted by way of conductor 15 to surface 
recording equipment. The portion of the system located 
at the earth surface measures accurately the interval of 
time between a primary pulse coinciding with the genera 
tion of the elastic impulse at the transmitter 10 and gen 
eration of a. secondary pulse coinciding with the arrival 
of the elastic impulse at the receiver 11. . 1 
More speci?cally, the surface system includes an am 

pli?er 30 which is connected by way of converting unit 
31 to a switch 32. As will be further explained in con 
nection with Fig. 3, the switch 32 has associated there 

,\ with a capacitive element that is charged to a voltage 
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and the switch momentarily closes the switch in response 
to the voltage pulse generated by the receiver to charge 
the capacitive element to a voltage equal to the magni 
tude of the monotonically varying voltage at the instant 
of arrival of the elastic impulse at the receiver. 
For a more complete understanding ,of, the present 
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proportional to the interval of time between the trans 
mitted pulse and the receipt of that pulse by the receiver. 
This is accomplished by providing a gating unit 33 respon 
Sive to .the electrical pulse generated [by] when conduc 
tion is initiated in tube 25 of the relaxation oscillator 10. 
The gating unit 33 is coupled directly to a voltage gen 
erator 34 to initiate the generation of a voltage which 
changes monotonically (i. e., without change in sign of 
the slope thereof) from an initial value following actua 

,. tion .ofthe gating _unit 33,. Upon receipt. of the pulse 
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by the ampli?er 30, the unit 31, which may be a blocking 
oscillator, is utilized momentarily to close the switch 32 
to charge the capacitive element therein to a voltage 
equal to the magnitude of the monotonically changing 
voltage at the instant'of arrivaliof the pulse at the re 
ceiver 11. The voltage across the ‘capacitive element is 
measured and is at all times inversely proportional to the 
velocity of the format-ion between transmitter 10 and 
[receiver] receiver 11. 
The vforegoing measurement of-the condenser voltage 

may be accomplished'in‘several ways, but for the pur 
pose of the present description a recorder 35 is shown 
generically 'to representsuch measuring schemes. As is 
common practice in theliwell loggingart, the. recorder 35 
may be-driven ‘by way of a coupling 36 actuated or .con 
trol-led by a ‘pulley 37. ‘adjacent the cable 13 whereby 
movement of the ‘associated recording ,chart will be ‘di~ 
rectly proportional to movement of the transmitter and 
receiver, in ; the bore .hole. 
The operation-of Fig. ,1 may better be understood by 

referenceto Fig. 2. The various-functions or wave pat 
terns graphically illustrated in Fig. 2 are plotted :on a 
time :base extending along the x-axis wit-h functionsthat 
will be hereinafter designated plotted along the vy-axis. 
The curve 40 functionally represents the voltage across 
the crystal 28.as a function of time. The receipt of 
this voltage pulse by the gating unit 33 generates .a nega 
tive voltage ,gateas illustrated by the curve 41. The 
length of the gate 411 determined by the construction of 
thezcircuitj3-3 is greater than the time interval _=required 
for the ‘transmission ‘of an elastic impulse-between the 
transmitter 10.:and thelreciver 1,1 is] receiver 11in 1116 
lowest velocity formations. to be measured. Further, 
the-gate lengthisshorter thanv the period of the repitit-ion 
rate of the pulsed curve 'mgaSjjgel'l?l'at?d by- the periodic 
discharge of‘ condenser v20. The negative gate of .the 
curve ~41 when applied to the voltagegenerator 34 ini~ 
tiates production of ;an /’ele.ctrical function, e.,,.;a 
voltage which varies monotonically following the in 
stant of generation 50f the pulse 40. In ‘the preferred 
form, the voltage has a saw-tooth wave form SllCll??S 
illustratedv by. curve :42 which is repeated in timeunder 
the control of the ipulsei'40. While other waveforms 
are suitable, theecalibration of a linearly varying volt 
age is much morevreadily 'accomplishedthan theca-li 
bration of other monotonically changing voltages and 
is :zthus preferred. 
Apudtive gate - (not-shown fill Fig. 2);»isla-appl-ieisfrom 

the .. gating .unit "33 .to .the- ampli?er 13.0. Means: later :to 
be. described :are- provided :in ampli?eri30-eforzmodi 
fying the positive gate from the unit 33 sothattthe gain 
of :the ampli?er-30 varies in :a :manner illustrated-by the 
curve v43. At artimeafter the transmission of the con 
trol pulse 40, determined'bythe curve-:43, the gain of 
the initially unresponsive ampli?er130 is raised to the 
point ‘that it will. amplify signals v:suchxas the oscillatory 
voltage ‘44 generated :by the receiver 11 inxresponse to 
the arrival of the elastic impulse. The voltage 44, ampli 
?ed by the ampli?er 30, is applied to the unit.31~ which 
produces voltagepulse. or oscillation such as illustrated 
by the curve '45. The voltage from the unit 31 isthen 
utilizedto operate a circuit control means, i. e.,'the switch 
32, :having structure which upon actuation thereof inter 
connects the voltage generator 34 and the'electricalzstor 
age means to charge the capacitive element associated 
therewith to a voltage equal to the magnitude of thesaw 
tooth ‘voltage 42 at thepoint v46. As the voltage. 42 
changeslinearly with time, the magnitude of ‘the voltage 
at point :46 is directly proportional to '-the"timeinterval 
(.At) ‘between the generation of thepulse- 40 1the_ 
arrival of ‘the pulse 44. ' 
For a more detailed ‘description ‘of the system of Fig. 

1 and the functions illustrated in§Fig.Y2, ‘reference should 
now be .had to Fig. 3. In‘this system, the ‘vol-tageacross 
the capacitive element-on condenser 350 is maintained 
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'A 
at alevelthat. is proportional, to or. atleast determined 
by the interval of time between the application of the 
transmitted pulse to the circuit over conductor 14 and 
the arrival of the pulse at the ampli?er 30 by way of 
conductor 15. The voltage for charging the condenser 
50 is generated by the unit 34 in response to the output 
of the gating unit 33. 
The gating unit 33 is commonly termed a- single shot 

or ,_.monos_.table multivibrator. The tube ,51 of gating 
unit 33 is normally conductive, its grid being connected 
by Way of resistor 52 to a source of positive potential 
such as represente'd'hy the B+'bus153. Upon receipt of 
the pulse 40 of ‘Fig.2, the grid oftube 5,1; is driven nega 
tive to reduce the anode-cathode current which lowers 
the cathode voltage :and initiates current ?ow through 
the. second tuhe54. The output voltage from thegnnit33 
coupled to the voltage generator ,34 .by wayof condenser 
55 isof the form illustrated at 41, Fig.2. 
The circuit 33 of Fig. 3 illustrates in one vform .sys 

tems well known and understood by those skilled in the 
art for production of gating pulses. For a general treat 
mentor" the construction and operation of suchsystems, 
reference may be had to Waveforms, vol. 19, of-the 
M. I. T. Radiation Laboratory Series, McGraw-‘Hill, 
1.9.49, “at Section 5.5, page -1 66. 
‘Similarly, the voltage generator 34 is representative 

of v:generatorsfor producing avo'ltage which varies from 
a predetermined-initial ‘value shown as zero in Fig.‘ 2 
following initiating ‘pulse. In the form illustrated, 
thecircuit isék'nownrinrtheeart-as a bootstrap linear sweep 
withm compensating-network. 
The system togetherwilt-h its controlling multiv'ibrator 

isroflthettype illustrated-‘indie ‘above I. T. reference, 
Waveformg-at page"25~77,'=Fig. 7.23. Thevoltage between 
point‘§611and§B-- groundi-ierminal‘sT-is developed across 
the ."capacitorsi-connected bet-ween p0int\56 and ground, 
andsthat'voltage varies/linearly following the application 
ota't'hetgatingpii-lse 411110 the-grid 55a. The linearly ris 
ing-voltage at point'5’6 'is applied by way of conductor 
SSYV-and-Aa bi-laterally conductive but normally open vac 
uum-;tube switch :60 to condenser 50 connected across 
the voltage applyingcircuit of the measuring instru 
meM‘JS. 

<-switch or ‘circuit-completing means 60 in the 
form illustrated is va ldouhle triode vclamp in which the 
piatea-of :aiiirstl't-‘riode and the cathode of a second vtriode 
are {directly connected "together and are connected ,to 
tbeZf'cOndiIotOrJ-‘SSwhich-deads-to the-output point 56 of 
the voltage . generator 34. The remaining cathode and 
plate-are connected directly-"together and are in turn 
connectod'f-by way of conductor-'61 and the condenser v50 
toi-the ‘.groundibus’l57. --I-f,*for- each cycle of generation of 
the saw-tooth voltage 42, the switch 60 ismomentari-ly 
closed at“the"samestime-relative to the initiation of the 
generation of thesa-w-toot-h voltage (time 46 of ‘Fig. 2), 
a ‘charge ‘of constant magnitude will be ‘maintained on 
condenser-‘50> proportional to the magnitude of the volt 
age between the point 56 and the ground pulse v57 at the 
instant of closure. Momentary closure, for ‘the pur 
pose ‘of the j-presentdescription shall be taken to mean 
that switch >160 remains closed;~for a period very short 
compared-tothe period of generation of the monotoni 
ca‘ll-y varying voltage. As ‘illustrated in Fig. 2, the period 
of'the pulse 145 ‘1'5 very small compared to the period of 
the saw-toothed voltage 42. 

In order to renderthe double triode clamp or switch 
60 conductive at the desired instants, the grid of each 
Ofthetriodes,.isqconnected by way of a condenser .62_and 
a windingvzof apulse, transformer 63 to its cathode. A, 
resistor .64- is .conneeted » directly between each grid and 
its cathode. The charge , vaccurrrulati-ng on condenser _ 62 
-maintains the :triodes in ‘the wnon-conducting state by 
maintainingthe=grids negative with respect ttotheir re 
spective cathodes.‘ Applicationota ‘pulse .to- the pulse 
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transformer secondary windings. 63 drives both of the 
"grids su?iciently positive to permit ?ow of current either 
from conductor 58 to conductor 61 or in the reverse 
direction depending upon the sign of the algebraic sum 
of the voltage across condenser 50 plus the voltage be 
tween point 56 and ground 57. Thus, with the trans 
mitted pulse 40 of Fig. 2 repeatedly generated by trans 
mitter 10, the wave form 41 of Fig. 2 is repeatedly pro 
duced to cause corresponding cycles of variation in the 
voltage between points 56 and 57. When the pulse 45 
of Fig. 2 actuates the switch 60 the voltage across the 
condenser 50 is automatically adjusted and maintained 
proportional to the time required for transit of an elastic 
pulse between the crystal 28 and the receiver 11 of Fig. l. 
The control of the switch 60 by the pulse 44 from 

receiver 11 is accomplished through ampli?er 30 and a 
blocking oscillator forming the unit 31. The pulse 44 is 
applied to a pentode ampli?er 30. The pulse 44 is ampli 
?ed and applied to a buffer stage 70 of the ampli?er 30 
by way of a condenser 71. The output of the triode 
stage 70 is then applied to a blocking oscillator 31 by way 
of condenser 72. 
The oscillator circuit 31 in the form illustrated is a 

device which produces, in response to an input pulse, a 
single output voltage oscillation or pulse. In the form 
illustrated, application of the output signal from the stage 
70 to the ?rst grid of a blocking oscillator 31 produces 
a single cycle of current variation in the pulse trans 
former 73 connected in the plate circuit of the double 
triode 74. The pulse transformer 73 has four windings, 
two of which are used in the oscillator circuit 31 and the 
remaining two windings 63 control the switch 60. As 
illustrated, one of said two windings is connected at one 
terminal to one grid of tube 74 and at the other terminal 
to conductor 75. A parallel RC circuit, including re 
sistor 75a and condenser 75b, is connected between con 
ductor 75 and ground bus 57. The parallel RC circuit 
comprises timing means which control the recovery pe 
riod of the blocking oscillator and preferably has a time 
constant that the blocking oscillator may be actuated to 
close the switch 60 but once in each cycle of operation of 
gating unit 33. Thus this circuit prevents more than a 
single momentary closure of switch 60 by any one of the 
received impulses from receiver 11. In this ?gure, the 
dotted lines 76 diagrammatically represent a magnetic 
coupling to the primary of the transformer 73 so that 
?ux generated in a common core of the transformer 73 
by current ?owing in one winding thereof produces simi 
lar- voltage pulses in each of the other windings. The 
polarity of the pulses applied to the grids of switch 60 
are made the same as the grid polarity of oscillator tube 
74 and opposite to that of the plate polarity of oscillator 
tube 74. The voltage developed in the grid circuits of 
the switching tube 60, i. e., in the circuits including con 
densers 62 and resistors 64, is a restraining force on the 
switch 60 which maintains it non-conductive or in a nor 
mally closed circuit condition. The restraining force or 
voltage is maintained at a predetermined level depending 
on the time constants of the grid circuits of switch 60. 
Pulses from the blocking oscillator 31 applied to the fore 
going grid circuits in opposition to the restraining force 
or voltage momentarily renders the switch 60 conductive. 
In the foregoing manner, the switch 60 is closed momen 
tarily to permit current ?ow to or from condenser 50 
in response to the received pulse. The voltage across the 
condenser 50 remains constant so long as the travel time 
of a pulse between transmitter and receiver of Fig. 1 is 
constant. The voltage across the condenser 50 is cou 
pled to the recorder 53 by way of a high impedance in 
put circuit suchas a cathode follower stage so that vari 
aitions in velocity as represented by variations in the 
voltage across the condenser 50 may be recorded. 

' In the ampli?er 30, the suppressor grid 80 of the pen 
tode 81 is biased negatively by battery '82. The negative 
bias maintains the pentode 81 normally cut off. To per 
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---e 
mit pentode 81 to conduct, ‘the suppressor grid is coupled 
by way of conductor 83, condenser 84 and resistor 85 to 
the plate of the input triode 51 of the gating unit 33. 
The voltage at the plate of triode 51 varies oppositely to 
the plate of ‘the triode 54. Thus, coincident with the 
generation of the pulse 40, there is produced a positive 
gating voltage at the plate of triode 51. The positive 
gating voltage which is ordinarily a square wave is modi 
?ed by the combination of the condenser 84, resistor 85 
and the combination of resistor 86 and condenser 87 so 
that it has the wave form 43 illustrated in Fig. 2. Thus, 
variation in the gain of pentode 81 eliminates cross feed 
between the transmitting and receiving circuits. With 
cross feed between conductors 14 and 15 as they extend 
side by side throughout the length of the cable eliminated, 
the receiving channel which controls the operation of 
switch 60 is responsive only to signals generated by the 
receiver and accurate and reliable circuit operation is 
assured. 
From the foregoing description it will be recognized 

that the circuit of Fig. 3 is comprised of a means for 
generating a voltage which varies from a ?rst value fol 
lowing the transmitted pulse, the variation though pref 
erably linear may be any type that varies monotonically 
(without change of sign of the slope). The source of 
monotonically changing voltage is connected in a series 
circuit with the switch 60 and the condenser 50. The 
ampli?er 3t) and the blocking oscillator 31 form a system 
for actuating the switch 60 upon arrival of the elastic 
impulse at the receiver 11 so that the condenser 50 will 
be charged to a voltage equal to the magnitude of the 
monotonically changing voltage at the instant of arrival 
of the pulse at the receiver 11. 

In Figs. l-3, the interval between the transmitted pulse 
and received pulse controls the electrical quantity or 
charge on condenser 50 and thus the recorder 35. In 
Fig. 4 the interval between the arrival of the trans 
mitted pulse at the receiver 11 and a second receiver 11a 
is utilized to control the recorder 35. In this system the 
generation of each acoustic [transmitted] pulse controls 
the gating unit 33a. The gating unit 33a controls an 
ampli?er 33b. Thus, the gain of the ampli?er 33b rises 
following transmission of the acoustic pulse in order to 
pass the pulse received by the receiver 11. The latter 
pulse transmitted to the gating unit 33 controls the volt 
age generator 34 connected to the switch 32. The pulse 
received by the receiver 11a is then transmitted by way 
of ampli?er 30 and ‘the unit 31 to control the switch 32. 
This system is basically the same in operation as Fig. 1. 
The gating unit 33a and the third ampli?er 33b are added 
together with a second receiver so that the recorder 35 
will be controlled by two receivers rather than by a trans 
mitter and a single receiver. In either Fig. 1 or Fig. 4 
the charge on the condenser 50 is maintained at a level 
dependent upon the travel time Olf an impulse between 
two units spaced in ?xed relation one from the other in a 
bore hole. If the pulse from the transmitter 10 is re 
peated, for example, at 100 cycles per second, the switch 
32 will be closed 100 times per second to permit ?ow of 
current to or from the condenser, depending upon 
whether the travel time of a particular pulse is longer or 
shorter than that of the preceding pulse. 

It will be appreciated that the battery source 21 may 
be located down-hole in the housing of the transmitter. 
If such is the case, the cable 13 of Fig. 4 may correspond 
with the two-conductor cable 13 of Fig. 1. The two con 
ductors provide circuits from the receivers 11 and 11a. 
Since there is no signal in the cable corresponding with‘ 
the pulse from transmitter 10, cross feed therefrom is 
nonexistent and the units 33a and 33b are unnecessary. 

In accordance with the modi?cation of the invention 
illustrated in Fig. 5, the voltage is inversely proportional 
to time and is therefore directly proportional to velocity. 
This is accomplished by producing a monotonically 
changing voltage having the wave form of a rectangular 
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pulse, means for applying a control pulse to said voltage 
generator in response to transmission of said acoustic 
pulse to initiate production of said voltage, a condenser 
and a normally open switch connected to the output of 
said voltage generator, an acoustic receiver positioned in 
said well bore and spaced from said transmitter for gen 
erating a voltage pulse upon receipt of said acoustic pulse 
and circuit means interconnecting said receiver and said 
switch for momentarily closing said switch in response to 
said voltage pulse to charge said condenser to a voltage 
equal to the magnitude of said reference voltage having 
said rectangular hyperbolic function at the instant of re 
ceipt of said acoustic pulse] 

[4, A system for measuring the acoustic velocity of 
formations adjacent a well bore which comprises an 
acoustic pulse transmitter movably positioned in said 
well bore, a voltage generator for producing a voltage 
that decreases substantially as a rectangular hyperbolic 
function of time following application thereto of a con 
trol pulse, a circuit interconnecting said transmitter and 
said voltage generator for applying a control pulse to said 
voltage generator at ‘the instant of transmission of said 
acoustic pulse to initiate production of said voltage, a 
condenser and a normally open switch connected to the 
output of said voltage generator, an acoustic receiver 
positioned in said well bore and spaced from said trans 
mitter for generating a voltage pulse upon receipt of 
said acoustic pulse and circuit means interconnecting said 
receiver and said switch for momentarily closing said 
switch in response to said voltage pulse to charge said 
condenser to a voltage equal to the magnitude of said 
rectangular hyperbolic function at the instant otf receipt 
of said acoustic pulse] 

5. A system for measuring the interval required for 
travel of an acoustic impulse between two transducers 
positioned in a predetermined spaced apart relation in a 
well bore which comprises means having output termi 
nals effective in response to the ?rst of said transducers 
for generating at said output terminals a voltage that 
varies monotonically from a predetermined initial value 
following actuation of said ?rst transducer, a capacitive 
element, a pair of vacuum tubes each of which has a 
control grid, a cathode and an anode, circuit means 
connecting a ?rst of said output terminals through said 
capacitive element to the anode of a ?rst Olf said tubes 
and the cathode of the second of said tubes, a circuit 
connecting the second of said terminals to the other 
cathode and anode of said tubes, means in the grid 
cathode circuits of said tubes for normally biasing said 
tubes to anode current cut-01f, and means e?ective in 
response to the arrival of said acoustic impulse at the 
second of said transducers for momentarily raising the 
potential of said grids for conduction through said tubes 
to maintain said capacitive element charged to a voltage 
equal to the magnitude of said monotonically varying 
voltage at the instant of arrival of said acoustic impulse 
at the second of said transducers. 

6. A system for determining the time interval between 
repeatedly occurring primary electrical pulses and 
secondary pulses, one of which occursin each interval 
between primary pulses comprising a generator having 
output terminals for producing at said output terminals 
thereof a voltage that varies monotonically from a pre 
determined initial value following each primary pulse, 
a- capacitive element, a pair of vacuum tubes each of 
which has a cathode, a control grid and an anode, a 
circuit for connecting a, ?rst of said output terminals 
through said capacitive element to the anode of a ?rst 
of said tubes and the cathode of the second of said tubes, 
a circuit for connecting the other cathode and anode to 
the second of said output terminals, a blocking oscillator 
havingan output pulse transformer with a plurality of 
secondary windings, means for connecting one of said 
windings in the grid-cathode circuit of 'each of said tubes, 
means'normally biasing said tube to anode current cut 
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oil’, and means for actuating said blocking-oscillator in 
response to said secondary pulses to raise the grid-cathode 
potential of said tubes for ?ow of current therethrough 
to or from said capacitive element whereby said capacitive 
element is charged to a voltage equal to the magnitude 
of said monotonically varying voltage at the instants of 
occurrence of said secondary pulses. 

7. A system for measuring time intercals comprising 
a capacitor for acquiring an electrical charge of magni 
tude representative of a time interval, means for pro 
ducing at the beginning of each time interval to be 
measured an initial pulse and at the end of such time 
interval a ?nal pulse, a generator for generating a volt 
age which varies from a predetermined initial value to 
a predetermined ?nal value during a period greater than 
the maximum length of time intervals to be measured, 
means responsive to the production of each initial pulse 
for initiating operation of said generator, means respon 
sive to the production of each ?nal pulse for modifying 
the electrical charge on said capacitor in proportion to 
the diiference between the voltage across said capacitor 
and the instantaneous voltage produced by said generator 
at the instant of generation of said ?nal pulse by mo? 
mentarily connecting said capacitor to said generator at 
an instant during the period of generation of said mono 
tonically varying voltage related to the instant of produc 
tion of said ?nal pulse, and means for measuring the 
voltage across said capacitor without materially changing 
its charge. 

8. A system of measuring time intervals comprising 
a capacitor, means for producing at the beginning of each 
time interval to be measured an initial pulse and at the 
end of such time interval a ?nal pulse, a generator for 
generating a voltage which monotonically varies from a 
predetermined initial value to a predetermined ?nal value 
during a predetermined period of time, means responsive 
to the production of each initial pulse for initiating oper 
ation of said generator, and means for maintaining on 
said capacitor a potential difference corresponding with 
instantaneous values of said monotonically varying volt 
age occurring at the instant of ‘production of said ?nal 
pulse comprising a circuit controller for momentarily 
applying to said capacitor said instantaneous voltage, 
said initial pulse-producing means including a timing 
circuit for establishing time spaces between successive 
initial pulses greater than the periods of generation of 
said monotonically varying voltage. 

[9. A system for measuring the acoustic velocity of 
formations adjacent a well bore which comprises an 
acoustic pulse transmitter positioned in said Well bore 
for generating acoustic impulses, means for cyclically 
generating voltages which from predetermined initial 
values each occurring coincidentally with generation of 
one of said impulses varies monotonically to a different 
value, a capacitive element, a circuit including a normally 
open circuit-closing means interconnecting said capacitive 
element and said voltage-generating means, an acoustic 
transducer positioned in said well bore in spaced relation 
with said transmitter responsive to arrival of acoustic 
impulses from said transmitter, and means connected to 
said transducer and responsive to operation thereof by 
reception of one of said impulses for actuating said 
circuit-closing means to close said circuit to charge said 
condenser to a voltage equal to that of said monotonically 
changing voltage at the instant of arrival of said one of 
said acoustic impulses at said transducer] 

[10. A system for measuring the acoustic velocity of 
formations adjacent a well bore which comprises an 
acoustic pulse transmitter positioned in said well bore 
for generating acoustic impulses, means for cyclically 
generating voltages which from predetermined initial 
values each occurring coincidentally with generation of, 
one of said impulses varies monotonically to a di?erent 
value, a capacitive element, normally open circuit-closing , 
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means, a circuit including said circuit-closing means 
interconnecting said capacitive element and said ‘voltage 
generatinggrneans, an acoustic transducer positioned in 
said well bore in spaced relation with said transmitter 
responsive to arrival of acoustic impulses from said 
transmitter, each said ‘impulse having ,a substantial 
length, and means connected to said transducer and 
responsive to operation thereof by receptionof one ‘of 
said impulses for actuating said circuit-closing means for 
momentary closureof said circuit to charge said con 
denser to a voltage equal to that of ,said monotonically 
changing voltage at the instant of arrival of said one of 
said, acoustic iinpulsesyat said transducer, said last-named 
means including a control means for preventing more 
than said momentary closure of said circuit-closing means 
by any one vof said received impulses] 

11. A system for logging the acoustic velocity of for 
mations adjacenta well bore which comprises means in 
cluding an acoustic pulse transmitter movably positioned 
in said well bore for generating and transmitting to said 
formations an acoustic pulse and for concurrently gen 
erating a control pulse, a voltage generator responsive to 
the application thereto of said control pulse for produc 
ing a_voltage that changes monotonically as, a function of 
time following application thereto of said control pulse, 
a circuit for applying said control pulse from said trans 
mitter to saidtvoltage generator coincident with said trans 
mission of' said acoustic pulse to initiate production of 
said monotonicallychanging voltage, ,atcondenser, a nor 
mally open switch for connecting said condenser to said 
voltage'generator for acquirement by said condenser ofna 
charge proportional, to an, instantaneous magnitude of said 
monotonically varying voltage, on acoustic transducer 
movably positioned‘ in said well bore in spaced relation 
with said transmitter for generating a voltage pulse in 
responselto the arrival of said acoustic pulse, means in 
cluding a circuitinterconnecting said izcoustic transducer 
and said switch for momentarily closing said switch in 
response to said voltage pulse to change the charge of 
said condenser upon change in the instantaneous magni 
tudeof said monotonically changing voltage applied there 
to at the instant of arrival of said acoustic pulse at said 
transducer, and means responsive to said charge on said 
condenser for indicating the acoustic velocity of said 
formations as said transmitter and said transducer are 
moved along said well bore. 

12. A system for logging the acoustic velocitytof' for 
mations adjacent a welljbore which comprises means in! 
cluding an acoustic pulse transmitter movably positioned 
in. said well bore for generating and transmitting to said 
tormelions. an acoustic pulse ‘and for concurrently gen 
erating a control‘ pulse, a voltage generatorresponsive to 
the application thereto ofsaid control pulse for producing 
a voltage that increases linearly as a function of time 
following application thereto of said control pulseia cir 
cult forapplyinga control pulse from said transmitter to 
said voltage generator. coincident with said transmission 
oflsaid acoustic pulseto initiate production of said mono 
tonically, changing voltage, a condensena normally open, 
switch for connecting saidcondenser to said voltage gen 
crater for acquirement by said condenser of acharge pro- 
portional to anvins-tantaneous magnitude of. said monotoni 
cally- varying voltage, on acoustic transducer ‘movably 
positioned in said well bore in spaced relation with said 
transmitter for lgeneratingla voltage pulse in response'to 
the arrival of said acoustic pulse, means including a cir 
cuit interconnecting said transducer and said switch for 
momentarily closing said switch in' response to said‘ volt; 
age pulse to change the charge ‘of said condenser upon 
change in the instantaneous magnitude of said linearly 
increasing-voltage applied thereto at ‘the instant of arrival 
of'jsaid‘aeoustic pulse‘at‘said transducer, and means re 
sponsive to said charge» on said vcondenser for indicating 
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12 
the acoustic velocity’ ofsaid formations as said'transmitter 
and said transducer are moved along said wellgbore. 

13. A system for measuring the acoustic velocity of‘for 
mations adjacent a well bore which comprises means'in 
eluding, an acoustic pulse transmitter movably ' positioned 
in said ,well bore for generating and transmitting to said 
formations an acoustic pulse and for concurrently generat 
ing a control pulse, a voltage generator responsive to the 
application thereto of said control pulse for producing a 
reference voltage that decreases substantially as a rec 
tangular' hyperbolic function of time following application 
thereto of said control pulse, meansfor applying said 
control pulse to said voltage generator in response to-said 
transmission of said acoustic’ pulse to initiate production 
of said voltage, a condenser, a normally open switch con. 
necting said condenser to the output of said voltage gen~ 
erator for acquirement by said condenser of a charge. 
proportional to an instantaneousmagnitude of said mono 
tonically varying voltage, an acoustic receiver movably t 
positioned in said well bore and spaced from said trans 
mitter for generating a voltage pulse upon receipt ofsaid. 
acoustic pulse, circuit means interconnecting said receiver 
and said switch for momentarily closing said switch ‘in 
response tosaid voltage pulse to change the charge of said 
condenserv upon change in the magnitude; of said reference 
voltage having said rectangular hyperbolic function. ap 
plied thereto'at the instant of receipt of said acoustic 
pulse, and means responsive to said charge on said con 
denser for indicating the acoustic velocity of said forma 
tions as said transmitter and said transducer are movedv 
alongsaid well bore. 

14. A system for measuring the acoustic velocity of 
formations adjacent a well bore which comprises means 
including an acoustic pulse transmitter movably posi 
tioned insaid well bore for generating and transmitting 
to ‘said formations an acoustic pulse and for concurrent— 
ly generating a control pulse, a voltage generator respon 
sive to the application thereto of said control pulse for 
producing a voltage that decreases substantially as a 
rectangular hyperbolic function of time follwing appli 
cation thereto of said control pulse, a circuit intercont 
necting said transmitter and said voltage generator for 
applying said control pulse to said voltage generator-at 
the instant of transmission of said acoustic pulse to lni- 
tiate production of said voltage, a condenser, a normally 
open switch for connecting said condenser to the output 
of said voltage generator for acquirement by said con‘ 
denser of a charge proportional to an instantaneous mag-7 
nitude of said monotonically varying voltage, an acoustic 
receiver movably positioned in said well bore and spaced 
from said transmitter for generating a voltage pulse 
upon receipt of said acoustic pulse, circuit means inter 
connecting said receiver and said switch for momentarily 

. closing said switch in response to said voltage pulse to 
change'ethe charge of said condenser upon change in the 
magnitude of said rectangular hyperbolic function at :the 
instan-t- of receipt of said acoustic pulse at said receiver, 
and. means responsive to said charge on said condenser 
for indicating the acoustic velocity of said formations‘ 
as said transmitter and said-“transducer are moved along 
saiditwell bore. 

1-5. A system for logging the acoustic velocity of'for 
motions adjacent’ a well bore comprising‘ at least two 
acoustic transducers in ?xed predetermined spaced apart‘ 
relation one vto'the other, means for moving-said spaced 
transducers along said well bore, means for periodical 
ly'generating acoustic pulses in said ‘well bore for travel" 
throughsaid- formations ‘located between said transducers, 
a ‘generator for generating an electrical function that 
changes'monotonically as a function of time following. 
application thereto of a control pulse, means including‘ 
a control‘ circuit for generating and applying said'con 
tro'l pulse to said‘ generator coincident with the appear 
ance at a ?rst‘of said transducers of'one of said acoustic 
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‘pulses to initiate production of sum electrical function, 
an electrical storage means, circuit control means oper 
able to connect said storage means to said generator, 
means connected to said control means responsive to 
arrival of said one acoustic pulse at a second of said 
transducers momentarily actuating said circuit control 
means for changing the magnitude of the electrical quan 
tity stored by said storage means whenever it differs 
from a magnitude representative of that of said mono 
tonically varying function at the instant of operation of 
said circuit control means, and measuring means respon 
sive to the magnitude of the electrical quantity stored by 
said storage means and to changes in that quantity for 
indicating the acoustic velocity of the formations be 
tween said ?rst and said second of said transducers and 
for indicating changes in said acoustic velocity as said 
transducers are moved along formations adjacent said 
bore hole of di?erin'g acoustic velocity. 

16. The logging system of claim 15 in which each of 
said acoustic pulses has a substantial length and in which 
said means connected to said control means includes a 
circuit means for preventing more than said momen 
tary actuation of said circuit-control means by any one 
of said impulses applied thereto. 

17. An acoustic well logging system for measuring 
the interval required for travel of an acoustic pulse 
through formations between two acoustic receivers mov~ 
ably positioned in a predetermined spaced apart relation 
in a well bore which comprises means for periodically 
generating an acoustic pulse in said well bore, a genera 
tor for generating an electrical function that changes 
monotonically as a function of time following applica 
tion thereto of a control pulse, means including a circuit 
for generating and for applying said control pulse to 
said generator coincident with the appearance of one of 
said acoustic pulses at the ?rst of said receivers to ini 
tiate production of said monotonically changing func 
tion, an electrical storage means, circuit control means 
for connecting said storage means to said generator, 
means connected to said control means e?ective in re 
sponse to the arrival of said one acoustic pulse at the 
second of said receivers for momentarily actuating said 
circuit control means for storage in said storage means 
upon actuation of said circuit control means of an elec 
trical quantity of magnitude corresponding with the in 
stantaneous magnitude of said monotonically changing 
function at the instant of arrival of said one acoustic 
pulse at the second of said receivers, and measuring 
means responsive to the magnitude of the electrical quan— 
tity stored by said storage means and to changes in that 
quantity for indicating the acoustic velocity of the for 
mations between said receivers and for indicating change 
in said acoustic velocity as said receivers are moved along 
formations adjacent said bore hole of di?ering acoustic 
velocity. 

18. A system for logging the acoustic velocity of for 
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14 
mations adjacent a well bore comprising at least two 
acoustic transducers in ?xed predetermined spaced apart 
relation one to the other, means for moving said spaced 
transducers along said well bore, means for periodical 
ly generating acoustic pulses in said well bore for travel 
through formations located between said transducers, a 
voltage responsive measuring instrument for indicating 
the acoustic velocity of the formations between a first 
of said transducers and a second of said transducers and 
for indicating changes in said acoustic velocity as the 
transducers are moved along formations adjacent said 
well bore of di?‘ering acoustic velocity, means including 
a ?rst control circuit for generating a ?rst control pulse 
in predetermined time relation with the appearance at 
a ?rst of said transducers of one of said acoustic pulses, 
means including a second control circuit for generating 
a second control pulse in response to the appearance at 
a second of said transducers of said one acoustic pulse, 
a voltage applying circuit connected to said measuring 
instrument, circuit controlling means, a generator in 
cluding storage means operable under the control of said 
circuit controlling means for generating a voltage that 
changes monotonically as a function of time following 
application to said circuit controlling means of a control 
pulse, means for applying said ?rst control pulse to said 
circuit controlling means for initiating operation of said 
generator and for applying said second control pulse to 
said circuit controlling means for application to said in 
strument by way of said voltage applying circuit of a 
voltage from said storage means having the value of the 
monotonically changing voltage which existed coinci 
dentally with the arrival of said one acoustic pulse, at 
said second of said transducers whereby said instrument 
indicates said acoustic velocity and said change in acous 
tic velocity. 
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